Listening Answer Key

SECTION 1
1. Marshall
2. 180 days
3. 3.85 (%)
4. Monthly Interest / monthly interest
5. maximum
6. income bracket
7. 120,000 / 120000
8. no fees
9. quarterly
10. (by) phone

SECTION 2
11. C
12. B
13. B
14. A
15. C
16. food stands
17. Main Street / St. / main street / st.
18. Hollywood
19. first-aid / first aid / First Aid
20. guard stations

SECTION 3
21. task instructions
22. strategies
23. case studies
24. action plan
25. supply
26. drains
27. laundry
28. manufacturers
29. residential
30. competition

SECTION 4
31. plan
32. agriculture
33. bows, arrows [in either order]
34. third / 3rd
35. C
36. B
37. high fat / high-fat
38. (dietary) practices
39. nut oils
40. environment